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A virtual directory permits integration of separate several information retailers transparently to an
application. You can find may use circumstances for it including producing views of users with
attributes stored in numerous repositories. Yet another use case is to format user and group items
for applications and finally, to utilize the tiny directories to make a larger one.

Typically, a virtual directory is utilised to integrate an application in an existing environment. It
supplies solutions towards the most common problems of an organization. For example, it offers
namespace integration wherein it integrates numerous directories to make a bigger directory. One
more solution it offers is delegated authentication to an enterprise directory even though making use
of an edge directory for user identity data. It has data transformation function to offer as well
wherein it could transform any existing directory data that can be employed by the application.

A virtual directory server also has edge directory integration resolution to supply. It integrates
application certain data directory in an enterprise directory with no performing some medicines or
adjustments in the enterprise directory. Some virtual directories also have web services integration
valuable for many organizations which have web services to make and update user data.

There are several techniques a virtual directory may be extremely beneficial and helpful in an
organization. In reality, it has migration capabilities also meaning it could aid organizations migrate
from their present directory server into LDAP databases or other platforms. This takes location
without having to change the data contained in the directories.

But more of the most impressive aspects of employing a virtual directory inside your organization is
it may secure your atmosphere against access and modifications you didn't authorize. This issues
companies with quite sensitive data that they need to shield against any user. It really is achievable
due to the fact a virtual directory has LDAP proxy functions. This means that you simply want not to
setup separate proxy system into your information shops since the virtual directory which you use
can offer that for you. It offers the identical level of security and protection with no the added price
and management.
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